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Segments and Bounding Box

1. Data Post-process and Annotation Details
In this section, we provide additional details of the annotation process. The annotation process takes two stages: (i)
the annotation of temporal segments, canonical frames, and
referent bounding boxes, and (ii) the annotation of sentence
parsing. Fig. 1 visualizes the annotation process.
Quality consistency of MTurk videos We manually
check the uploaded videos during the post-processing and
discard low-quality ones (low resolution, small bounding
boxes, poor lighting, etc.) to ensure high quality. Some
videos are collected with hand-held cameras; we remove the
ones with severe motion blurs during post-processing.
Bounding boxes and attributes We use Vatic [9] to
annotate the bounding boxes of the referred object according to the tapping phase after each reference. The object
color and material are also annotated. The taxonomy of
typical object color and material is adopted from Visual
Genome dataset [3]; we choose the ones that are identifiable
and non-ambiguous. Specifically, we include “Black, Blue,
Golden, Green, Pink, Purple, Red, Silver, White, Yellow”
for color annotation and “Glass, Leather, Metal, Wooden,
Plastic” for material annotation.

The black phone on the table
Parse-Target:
The phone
Parse-Attribute:
black
Parse-Spatial-Relation:
on the table
Parse-Spatial-Object(put None if no object):
table
Parse-Comparative-Relation:
Comparative relation, e.g., smallest, bigger than
Parse-Comparative-Object(put None if no object):
Objects for comp relation, e.g., None, cup

Figure 1: A visualization of dataset annotation process, which contains segments, bounding box annotation, sentence verification,
and parsing.
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Pointing is a gesture specifying a direction from a person’s body, usually indicating a location or object. It is typically formed by extending the arm, the hand, and the index
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2.2. Pointing Heatmap
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Semantic Parsing

The black phone on the table

Sentence:

2. Experiment Details
In experiment, we report model performance on subsets
with various object sizes, i.e., small, medium and large. Object size is estimated using the ratio between the area of the
ground-truth object bounding box and the area of the image. The size thresholds are 0.48% and 1.76% based on the
size distribution in the dataset. The size ratio distribution for
YouRefIt is shown is Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: The distribution of bounding box size ratio.

finger. Taking these evidence into consideration, we treat
Hand pointing direction as the primary pointing direction

Figure 3: Examples of pointing heatmap.

when hand keypoints are detectable and Arm pointing direction otherwise. We design heuristics to determine which
hand the referrer is using for pointing. In the case of Hand
pointing, the primary pointing direction is from the wrist to
the index fingertip. In the case of Arm pointing, the primary
pointing direction is along the direction from elbow to hand.
Following Fan et al. [1], we generate the pointing heatmap
by a Gaussian distribution to model the variation of a pointing ray, i.e., a ray starting from the pointing wrist w.r.t. the
primary pointing direction dp ,
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where θo is the angle between a pointing ray and the primary pointing direction. We generate the pointing heatmap
by computing θo for each grid in the image and use Eq. (1)
to estimate the probability of this grid being pointed at by
the primary pointing direction dp . Fig. 3 shows some examples of the pointing heatmap. We choose 15˝ and 30˝
as the standard deviations during experiments, denoted as
RPNpointing15 and RPNpointing30 , respectively.

canonical frames. For the ConvLSTM and Transformer
baselines, we train our model on one A6000 GPU for 50
epochs with a batch size of 4. For the Frame-based model,
we train on a single A6000 GPU for 50 epochs with a batch
size of 32. The same optimizer and learning rate are used as
in the Image ERU setting.
RPN+Saliency We generate Region of Interests (RoIs)
by Region Proposal Network (RPN) from Faster R-CNN [7]
pre-trained on the MSCOCO dataset [5]. We set the RoIs
score threshold to be 0.05 and the Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) threshold to be 0.5 as hyperparameters during
the inference. For pointing saliency map, We train MSINet [4] on the YouRefIt dataset to predict the salient regions
by considering both the latent scene structure and the gestural cues. We use the ground-truth referred bounding box
as the saliency ground-truth and train the model on a single
GTX 1070ti GPU for 100 epochs with a batch size of 10
and a learning rate of 10´5 using the Adam [2] optimizer.

3. Additional Image ERU Experiments
Table 2 in the paper demonstrates the necessity of embodiment because both language and gestures are required
to achieve high performance. We further consolidate this
argument by additional baselines: Average bounding box
from RoIs, choose Random bounding box from RoIs, Majority (detects and picks chairs and bottles), choose bounding box using only the Object Type, ReSCcrop (trained on
images that crop out the human) and ReSCbox (trained on
images that mask out the human by a black box). Results
are shown in Table 1. Of note, ReSCcrop obtains a similar
performance compared with ReSC[10] trained on original
images. The reason is that most of the gestural information
is still retained when directly cropping out the human, as
illustrated in the following Fig. 4.

2.3. Implementation Details
Image ERU Following [11, 10, 6], we use YOLO’s
loss for training the bounding box prediction. More specifically, for each anchor box, we predict the relative offset and
confidence score. A cross-entropy loss between the anchor
box scores and the one hot ground-truth selection vector, a
regression loss of the relative location and size offset and
the same the regularization loss [10] over the word attention are used to train the model. The same weight is applied
to all loss terms. During training, we re-scale all the images
with the long edge to 256 pixels by padding. We train our
model on a single Titan RTX A6000 GPU for 100 epochs
with a batch size of 32. We use the RMSProp[8] optimizer,
with an initial learning rate of 10´4 which decays by half
every 10 epochs.
Video ERU Apart from the same loss for bounding
box prediction in Image ERU, we further add the binary
cross-entropy loss as the supervision for recognizing the

Figure 4: Example of cropped, masked and inpainted images.
Table 1: Additional results for Image ERU.
IoU=0.5
Average
Random
Majority
Object Type
ReSCinpaint
ReSCbox
ReSCcrop

all
0.24
5.6
6.5
16.3
25.7
22.1
35.2

small
0.0
4.8
4.3
9.4
8.1
9.2
16.1

medium
0.25
5.3
8.2
18.6
32.4
28.6
48.8

large
0.46
6.6
6.0
20.5
36.5
31.7
40.1

4. Additional Qualitative Results
We show additional qualitative results of Image and
Video Embodied Reference Understanding (ERU) in Fig. 5
and Fig. 6, respectively.
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Figure 5: Qualitative results in Image ERU of representative models with various information sources and pointing saliency map.
Green/red boxes are the predicted/ground-truth reference targets. Sentences used during the references are shown at the top-left corner.

Figure 6: Qualitative results in Video ERU of the ConvLSTM model. Each row represents four selected frames from one reference clip.
Green/red boxes indicate the predicted/ground-truth reference targets. 0 denotes non-canonical frame, and 1 canonical frame.
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